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Libre buds



Bluephonic Libre is a V 4.1 Bluetooth Stereo Sport Earbuds suppoting TWS  True Wireless
Stero Technology, Voice Prompt in English and other features specified in this QRG.

Thank you for purchasing Bluephonic Libre Bluetooth True Wireless Stereo Earbuds. 
This manual will help you to accurately operate Libre, but you should familiarize yourself 
with the Bluetooth function of your mobile phone or other devices before using Libre.a

OVERVIEW of Libre



HOW TO CHARGE
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HOW TO PAIR



STEP 1  Turn on Libre
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pairing

Pairing mode

Tap and hold the left earbud touchpad for about 8 seconds 
until led light turn on in from blinking red to solid green
Then Tap and hold the right earbud touchpad for about 8 seconds 
until led light turn on in from blinking red to solid green

Two earbuds connect to each other automatically.

The LED light of main earbud (left channel) flashes in red & green, it 
goes into pairing mode with your mobile phone automatically.
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Bluetooth DoneSettings

MY DEVICES

To pair an Apple Watch with your iPhone, go to 
the Apple Wath app.

Bluetooth

Libre Connected

STEP 2  
Search for 'Libre' through your 

Bluetooth device

Pairing successful,
2nd device connected

Select ‘Libre’ on your mobile phone. Connection completed.

Earbuds wont pair ?

Incase the left earbud and right earbud didn't pair with each other, turn o	 
the left earbud by tapping the touchpad for 6 seconds, make sure both 
earbuds are turned o	 ( Right earbuds will turn o	 automatically )and try to
pair them again from step 1 while holding the earbuds close to each other



To turn on Libre:
Tap and hold the Touchpad for about 3.5 seconds to turn on Libre
To turn o	 Libre:
Tap and hold the Touchpad for about 6 seconds to turn o� Libre.

NOTE:
1) When the 2 earbuds enter in-sync mode, turning o� one earbud will cause the 
other to switch o�automatically along with the voice prompt ‘Power O�’
2) If one of the earbuds turns o� when running out of power, the another earbud 
will not be turned o� automatically.
3) The right channel couldn’t work if main earbud (left channel) was turned o� by
running out of power. However the main earbud (left channel) can still work 
alone if the battery has run down of right channel

TURNING THE HEADPHONES ON/OFF

USE Libre AS A PAIR

Libre

Libre



HOW TO WEAR
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1
Do not touch the touchpad while holding the earbuds.

3
Flex-wire earhooks which can be shaped for best comfort fit.

Hold outer-frame 

Insert the Eartips into the ear canals and adjust the earbuds for
an airtight seal.



HOW TO USE



MULTIFUNCTION TOUCHPAD

Answering/Ending/Rejecting/Redialing/Transferring calls;
Playing/Pausing the Music; Factory Reset; Pairing.

MAKING CALLS

Once Libre are successfully connected to your mobile phone, you can use them
to make and receive calls. Please consult your mobile phone’s manual for more
information.
1. Dial By The Phone Keys
Enter and dial the number on your mobile phone as you normally do. Once the
call has been set up, the sound will be transmitted to your Libre automatically.
2. Redial
Double tap the Touchpad to redial the last number you called.

NOTE:
During the phone mode & use the Libre in pair, only the left channel earbud 
will be activated for handsfree. The right channel only supports music function.

ANSWERING/ENDING/REJECTING CALLS

When Libre are turned on, and there is an incoming call, you will hear a musical
tone.
- Single tap the Trouchpad to answer the call.
- Single tap the Touchpad to end the call.
- Tap and hold the Touchpad for 3 seconds to reject the call.

TRANSFERRING CALLS

During both incoming and outgoing calls, you can double tap the Touchpad to 
transfer to call to the mobile phone. If you want to transfer the call back to 
Libre, double tap the Touchpad again. More procedure may be involved for 
some mobile phones.

ADJUSTING THE VOLUME

To make the Libre small and lightweight, we removed the colume control
from the earbuds. Increase or decrease volume by using the colume buttons 
on your mobile phone or other Bluetooth device.



Tap and hold the Touchpad for 2 seconds to put the current call on hold
and accept the call waiting. Single tap the Touchpad to resume to the first call.

Playing Music: Single tap the Touchpad.
Plausing Music: Single tap the Touchpad.
NOTE:
There are no tracking buttons on the earbuds, please track through songs using
the controls on your mobile phone or other Bluetooth device.

Libre supports voice prompt in English only.

You can connect Libre to a Bluetooth enabled PC.

To restore Libreto factory settings, turn o� both earbuds, tap and hold the 
Touchpad of each earbud seperately for 10 seconds. When the LED lights 
flash red and green twice the factory reset is successful





FACTORY RESET GUIDE

Libre

Turn off Libre.   Tap and hold the touchpad of the 2 
earbuds separately for about 10 seconds. When 
the LED light flashes red and green twice the 
factory reset is successful. 

flash in red, you will need to pair both earbuds 

sheet to reconnect.



Warning & safety 



Warranty:
12 months for parts and labor

For more info and support visit : www.Bluephonic.com
Incase you bought this item from Amazon.com please contact the seller from 
your amazon account










